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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND THE PROBLEM
Introduction:
Today, leaders in American Education are searching for
ways of teaching the higher thought processes to school chil-
dren. Beginning in the elementary grades, the quest is to
stimulate the abilities to analyze, make selections, generalize,
outline, organize, do additive and creative thinking. In short,
to make the teaching of how to think an actual part of the
school curriculum.
The ability to recall past experiences, as a phase of
memory, is a crucial aspect of the processes involved in think-
ing. This study on "Comparisons of the Factors Related to
Oral and Written Recall" seeks to augment the research being
carried on in this modern approach to the development of the
human mind.
The new emphasis on teaching the higher mental processes
traces to the analysis, in 1910, by John Dewey-^ of five major
steps in thinking. Educators have made great use of his five
steps on hov; to think, namely (1) feel a need to do something;
(2) understand the possibilities of the problem; (3) see alter-
native ways of accomplishment; (4) di^velop inferences; (5) ob-
tain verification through observation.
Dev^ey. John, How We Think, D. C. Heath and Company,
Booton, 1010, pp. 6 8-78. ' ^ J-

Percival II. Syinonds^, in 1936, analyzed the stages of
thinking in seven operations. The first of these operations
he classified as Fundamental Psychological Processes. Under
this heading he placed recall as a stage of memory. Empha-
sizing the importance of recall, he wrote^, "The process of
recall is one that comes in again and again in a considera-
tion of the higher thought processes. Much thinking depends
on ability to recall promising associations at strategic
points in the solution of a problem." In his chapter on
"What Education Can Do to Improve Thinking," he stated"^ that
the language skills and study are of great importance in
effective thinking. "First of these is the ability to read.
This ability to get meaning from the printed page is crucial
in the whole art of thinking." Comprehension and recall are
interpreted as part of the ability to obtain meaning from
reading.
"Some psychologists who have studied the effect of re-
call estimate that as much as three-fourths of a student 's
time in study should be spent upon recall," v/rote Ernest Horn.^
^Syraonds, Percival M., Education and the Psychology of
Thinking
, McGraw-Hill Book Corajsany, New York, 1936, p. 183.
"^Symonds, op, cit., p. 185.
^Symonds, op, cit., p. 230.
%orn, Ernest, "Current Issues Relating to Reading in
the Various Curriculum Fields," Recent Trends in Reading
,
(Compiled and edited by William S. Gray), University of Chi-
cago Press, Chicago, 1939.
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The importance of recall in reading was further empha-
sized by Germane and Germane^: "It is the ability to retain
and recall the main points of material read v/hich make the
acquisition and application of knowledge possible. Time and
effort spent in developing skill in rapid reading and in or-
ganization are wasted unless the essential ideas are retained."
The purpose of this thesis is to find out the importance
of mental age, spelling, speed of handv/riting, reading capa-
city and reading achievement to oral and v/ritten recall, and
to note the comparisons betv/een major and minor ideas remem-
bered and the number of items expressed in the first and last
parts of paragraphs read. The assumption was that if high
correlations were found betv/een these factors and ability or
fluency of oral and written recall, then emphasis should be
placed upon the particular skills, subjects or abilities
which contribute most to developing recall as a part of memory
and thinking.
This study continues the research of Margaret E. Bucknam*''
in her thesis, "Comparison of the Fluency of Unaided Oral
Recall with Written Recall in Silent Reading in Geography in
Germane, Charles E. and Germane, Edith Gayton, Silent
Reading , Rov/ Peterson Company, New York, 1930, p. 86.
7Bucknam, Margaret E., "Comparison of the Fluency of
Oral Recall with '.Vritten Recall in Silent Reading in Geography
in Grade Five", Unpublished Ed.M. Thesis, Boston University,
Boston, 1941.

Grade Five." All the testing material used is the exact data
compiled by Miss Bucknam. Prom this material the following
additional comparisons have been ascertained.
The Problem
The purposes of this study are:
1. To indicate the reliability of
(a) Oral Recall
(b) Written Recall
2. To determine what relationships, if any,
exist between the following:
(a) Oral and Written Recall
(b) Mental Age and Oral Recall
(c) Mental Age and Written Recall
(d) Speed of Handv/riting and
Written Recall
(e) Spelling and V/ritten Recall
(f) Reading Capacity and Oral Recall
(g) Reading Capacity and Written Recall
(h) Reading Achievement and Oral Recall
(i) Reading Achievement and Written Recall
3. To note the comparisons between:
(a) The percent of major ideas and the
percent of minor ideas expressed
in Oral Recall.
(b) The percent of major ideas and the
percent of m(^nor ideas expressed
in Written Recall.
(c) The number of items remembered in
the first parts of selections and
those of last parts of selections
in Oral Recall.
(d) The number of items remembered in
the first parts of selections and
those in last parts of selections
in Written Recall.
€
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CHAPTER II
PREVIOUS RESEAxRCH
In 1920, A. '.7. Kallorr}- conducted a study testing the abilit
of children to recall in grades four to eight after a single
reading of paragraphs containing one hundred to one hundred and
fifty words. He concluded, "This interpretation of words,
phrases, sentences and paragraphs depends on at least two. things
(a) the pupil's experience; (b) his ability to recall experi-
ences and to apply it to the case at hand,"
Grover H. Alderman^ made an experiment in Indiana using
three types of exercises. They were vocabulary, organization
and retention. Three thousand tv/o hundred one pupils from
grades four through eight were tested. This study was conducted
over a two-year period. Alderman proved that comprehension
ability as measured by the Thorndike-McCall Reading Scale may
be improved to a degree equivalent to two semesters by careful
systematic drill work, covering a period of one semester pro-
vided thirty minutes each day are devoted to the work. At the
conclusion of his st-udy he made this statement: "The ability tc
comprehend what is read is of little value unless one has the
ability to retain and reproduce the important thoughts when the
occasion demands."
•^Kallom, Arthur V/., "Reproduction as a Measure of Reading
Ability," Journal of Educational Research, 1:359-68. May 1920.
2;^lderman, Grover H., "improving Cornprohension Ability inSilent Readinp;/' JonrnPil nf -Rrinp.n hi nn« 1 RfiRAn-Pf>h ITl-n-pn,
y
S
January 1926.

From "Reading as Reasoning: A Study of Mistakes in Para-
graph Reading, ""^ Dr. Edv/ard L. Thorndike made this summation:
It appears likely^ that many children fail in cer-
tain features of these (school) subjects not because
they have understood and remembered the facts and
principles but have been unable to organize and use
them; or because they have understood them but have
been unable to remember them; but because they never
understood them.
It appears likely also that a pupil may read
fluently and feel that the series of words are arou-
sing appropriate thoughts without really understanding
the paragraph. Many of the children who m.ade nota-
ble mistakes probably v/ould have said that they
understood the paragraph and upon reading the ques-
tions on the paragraph v^ould have said that they
understood them. In such cases the reader finds sa-
tisfying solutions to those problems v/hich he does
raise and so feels mentally adequate; but he raises
only a few of the judgm.ents which he should make.
In 1940, Roma Gans^ wrote in her doctorate dissertation,
"This study investigates the ability of fourth, fifth, and
sixth grade children to read critically from a variety of con-
tent; and attempts to discover the degree to v/hich this refer-
ence reading ability is related to comprehension as measured
by a selected group of reading tests. The scores of four
hundred seventeen pupils in two Nev/ York City schools were
analyzed." She discovered that pupils were not able to read
Thorndike, Edward "Reading as Reasoning: A Study of
Mistakes in Paragraph Reading," Journal of Educational Psychol •
ology
, 8; 323-32, June 1917.
4Gans, Roma, A Study of Critical Reading Comprehension in
the Intermediate Grades
, Contribution to Education T-Io. 811,
Teachers College, Columbia University, New York, 1940, p. 135.
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critically unfamiliar material.
Miles Tinker^ stated in his conclusion, "Further analysis
justifies the conclusion that there are many reading skills whic||i
are somewhat independent, rather than either a general silent
reading ability, a general comprehension or a general speed of
reading ability,"
Jean Betzner^ made a study of written reproductions com-
pared to oral reproductions. She found that children did as
well, if not better, on the written part, if the material was
easy. She also learned that pupils from the third to sixth
grade showed an increase in ability in both v/ritten and oral
recall. Between oral recall and general intelligence she found
statistically significant correlation.
Ruth Potter"^ substantiated the Betzner study in her thesis,
finding that oral recall is better in difficult material. She
also found that as the grades ascend there is less and less dif-
ference between oral and written recall.
In the Leavell and Sterling study, ^ "Comparison of Basic
Factors in Reading Patterns and Intelligence,** they stated,
"When the Kuhlraann -Anders on test was given as a measure of in-
telligence, there seemed to be significant differences in the
median score of the superior intelligent group and the average
group in only rate and comprehension."
^Tinker, Miles A,, "The Relation of Speed and Comprehension
in Reading," School and Society
,
36:158-60, July 30, 1932.
^Betzner, Jean, Content and Form of Children's Original
Compositions, Teachers College, Columbia University, New York.
(Contribution to Education No. 442), 1932.
'''Potter, Ruth, ''Comparison of Oral Recall with Written Re-
call in the Middle Grades," Unpublished Ed.K. Thesis, Boston
University, Boston, 1934.
^Lavell, U.W., and Sterling, Helen, "Comparison of Basic
Factors in Reading Patterns v/itK Intelligence," Peabody Journal
of Edum l luii, 10.149-JjG, Nu ^ ^iUbt^l" 1935.
1c
Dr. Erzsebet I. Baranyai^ wrote that, "in the performance
of reading, intellectual and mechanical factors take part in
proportion of 60:40."
Correlation of .45 +.08 v/as found between reading and
mental age at the Fifth Grade Level by Sister Fridiana^^ in her
study, "Achievement in Silent Reading in an Elementary School."
In the experiment carried on by A. I. Gates-^-'- in the
Scarsborough, N. Y. schools, the correlation between reading
and mental age was stated to become higher as the grades as-
cend.
Nellie L. Peake made an interesting study, "Relation
Between Spelling Ability and Reading Ability," in which she
concluded:
There is a tendency for high scores in spelling
to accompany high scores in v/ord meaning. The rela-
tively high correlation between test scores and
reading in most of the Grades Four to Eight examined
is evident that abilities in these two subjects tend
to accompany each other. The coefficient of correla-
tion for the group as a whole is .814.
Reading in this study refers only to vocabulary knowledge
and word meaning.
^Baranyai, Erzsebet I., "Relation of Comprehension to Tech
nique in Reading," Pedagogical Seminary and Journal of Genetic
Psychology
,
59:3-26, September 1941.
l^Sister Fridiana M. , "Achievement in Silent Reading in an
Elementary School," Journal of Educational Research
,
34:599.
llGates, A. I., "An Experimental and Statistical Study of
Reading and Reading Tests, "Journal of Educational Psychology
,
12:445-64, November 1921.
'^Peake, Nellie L. , "Relation Between Spelling Ability and
Reading Ability,
"
Journal of Experimental Education , 9 ; 192-3,
Dec ember 1940.
ee
The problem in Bernadetta Carter 's-^*^ thesis v;as to deter-
mine whether tests of visual perception, auditory discrimina-
tion and speed of handv/riting could be used to diagnose
inadequate spelling performance at the middle grade level. In
her conclusions she wrote, "Speed of handwriting is not signi-
ficant as a determining factor in spelling achievement.
Auditory and visual factors are most important in discriminating
betv/een the very poor and the very good spellers."
In "The Fluency of Oral Expression" written by Katherine
Torrant-'-^, unaided oral recall and recall as measured by multi-
ple choice questions were compared. She found an average dif-
ference of eleven ideas in favor of the multiple choice test.
"a correlation .49 was found between rate of recall and number
of ideas recalled."
Douglas Courtneyl^ conducted an experimental study in 1941
in which he compared "two different measures in the measurement
of reading comprehension." The measures were recall by repro-
duction (essay examinations) and recall by recognition (multiple
choice questions). He tested forty-six pupils in his preliminaiy
13Carter, Bernadetta R. , "The Construction of Tests of
Visual Perception, Auditory Discrimination and Kinaesthetic
factors to be used in Diagnosing Inadequate Performance in
Spelling," Unpublished Ed.M. Thesis, Boston University,
Boston, 1941.
14Torrant, Katherine, "Fluency in Oral Expression, "Unpub-
lished Ed.M. Thesis, Boston University, Boston, 1940.
15,Courtney, Douglas, "Recall by Reproduction vs. Recall
by Recognition," Unpublished Ed.M. Thesis, Boston University,
Boston. 1941.
I
test and seventy-two in his major study. All the pupils
tested were Ninth graders. He found tooth measures highly re-
liable. About half as much material was recalled on the essay
test as on the multiple choice test. His summary data indica-
ted "zero measures and equal positive correlation between
mental age and both measures."
In June 1934, three hundred eighty pupils in the middle
grades were examined by Allan Acomb-^® to determine the followin
psychological factors in reading and spelling:
1. Visual memory of word pattern.
2. Auditory recognition of words pronounced.
3. Speed of handwriting from copy.
4. VJritten recall from silent reading.
5. Fluency of written recall from silent reading.
Among Acomb's conclusions these are pertinent to this thesis:
Speed of handvi/riting is apparently an insig-
nificant factor in the number of ideas and the amount
of written recall recorded after silent reading.
With the advancement in grades the factors of
mental age and written recall of ideas comprehended
from silent reading become more closely related.
Spelling ability is definitely a limiting fac-
tor in the number of ideas recalled in writing and
the amount of v/ritten recall after silent reading.
Reading ability is definitely a limiting fac-
tor in the number of ideas recalled in writing and
the amount of written recall after silent reading.
The amount of written recall after silent
reading is directly dependent upon the number of ideas
comprehended during the silent reading.
'"Acomb, Allan, "A Study of the Psychological Factors in
Reading and Spelling, " Unpublished Ed.M. Thesis, Boston Uni-
versity, Boston, 1936.
c. «
Mental age is an extremely significant fac-
tor in determining reading and spelling ability as
measured by grade achievement.
In Margaret E. Bucknam's^''' thesis, her problem is stated
as follows:
The purpose of this study is to compare the
fluency of unaided oral recall with unaided written
recall in silent reading, in geography, in Grade
Five. It includes recall from different selections
on the same level as measured by multiple choice
questions constructed on the same material.
Prom her experiment Miss Bucknam arrived at these con-
clusions :
1. Unaided oral recall was superior to written
recall. The difference of .6A memories was signi-
ficant.
2. The difference between oral and written re-
call was greater for short than for long selections.
3. Recall on multiple choice questions was much
superior to unaided oral recall.
4. The difference between multiple choice and
oral recall was greater for long than for short se-
lections .
5. Recall on multiple choice questions v/as much
superior to unaided v/ritten recall,
6. The difference between multiple choice and
written recall was greater for long than for short
selections
.
Parts from all these studies are related to some phase of
this thesis. It is upon such a foundation of research -that the
author constructs this experiment.
17Bucknam, Margaret E., "Comparison of the Fluency of Oral
Recall with Written Recall in Silent Reading in Geography in
Grade Five," Unpublished Ed.M. Thesis, Boston University,
Boston, 1941. ^^^^^^^
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CHAPTER III
PLAN AND CONDUCT OP THE EXPERIMENT^
Plan :
In gathering the data on factors related to oral and
written recall, the following experiment was conducted in
three fifth grades of two schools in one city. These rooms
contained one hundred and twenty-two pupils.
Conduct
:
1. Selection of Material Use in the Study
Four selections of about one hundred and thirty words
of equal difficulty and tv/o selections of about three hundred
and thirty words of equal difficulty were used in pairs in
this study. The selections v/ere chosen from a supplementary
geography text and a supplementary geography reader and
presented material unknown to the pupils. Although some of
these selections were somewhat revised to the present purpose,
they were originally taken from the following sources:
•^All the figures found in this chapter and the following
discussion of the conduct of the experiment, up through
Topic Number 9 on Test Procedure, are taken verbatim from
—
Bucknam, Margaret E., "Comparison of the Fluency of Oral Re-
call v/ith V/ritten Recall in Silent Reading in Geography in
Grade Five." Unpublished Ed.M. Thesis, Boston University,
Boston, pp. 8-28. (1941).
c
(a) Selections a and B
Webster, Hanson Hart, Travel by Air
,
Land and Sea , New York: Houghton
Mifflin Co., 1933.
(b) Selections C, D, E, and F
Brannon, Frederick K. , and Ganey,
Helen M., Geography of l-Iorth and
South America , 'Villiam H. Sadler,
1930.
In preparation for the decision to use these particular
selections, five different geography texts and tv/elve dif-
ferent supplementary readers v/ere consulted. The selections
were paired as nearly as possible by considering the number
of ideas and the kind of material presented in each. The
reading vocabulary was within the reading range of the pupils
and the subject matter was of interest to children of the
grade. The selections have been lettered so that they might
be conveniently referred to in this study. All material used
in this experiment v/as mimeographed.
A list of ideas was prepared for each of the short selec-
tions. These lists included all of the ideas present in the
paragraphs. Selections A and B included twenty-three ideas
while selections C and D included twenty-four ideas. Pages /^^
and present one of the short selections and a list of
ideas. A list of thirty ideas was prepared for each of the
the longer selections and a list of ideas. These lists v/ere
constructed in order to check each pupil's oral and written
longer selections. Pages IL
, )J present one of
Q*
SELECTION C
The Cacao Tree
Chocolate and Cocoa come from the seeds of the cacao
tree. This tree grows in tropical regions as it must have
plenty of warmth and moisture. The cacao tree usually grov/s
in the shade of other trees. Each pod has from 25 to 50
seeds. Vihen the pods turn yellow or a reddish color, the
natives know they are ready to be picked. The pods are cut
from the trees by sharp 1-mives fastened to long poles. The
pods are dried for about a day, then the seeds are removed.
The seeds are the size of an almond. They are put on large
cement floors and are thoroughly dried before they are shipped
to market, America buys much of its cacao from South America,
c
The Cacao Tree
fidea-s)
1, Chocolate and cocor
2, cone from the seed of the cacao cree
3, This tree g^'OTis rrild in the tropicaJL regions
4, as it mast have plenty of ws^'rath and noisture
5, The caxao trees usually qtoxt in the shade
6, of other trees
7, Pods
8, TThich resemble cucunibers form on the tree
9, Sach pod has from 25 to 50 seeds
10, Uhen the pods turn a yellow or reddish color
11, the natives Imoxr
12, they are ready to he picked
13, The pods are cut from the trees
14, by sharp Icnives
15, fastenedto long poles
16, The pods are dried
17, for about a day
18, then the seeds are removed
19, The seeds are the size of an almond
20,They are put on largo cemeht floors
21, and are thoroughly dried
22» before they are shipped to marlcct
23, America buys much of its cacao
24, from South America
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SELECTION E
Coffee Land
The southeastern part of the Brazilian Highlands in South
America is called "Coffee Land." Three-fourths of all the world's
coffee is raised here, and coffee has brought much wealth to
the people. There are miles and miles of coffee plantations
where millions of coffee trees cover the hillsides. One reason
v/hy so much coffee is raised in this part of the Brazilian High-
lands is that the climate and soil are just right for the "best
growth of the coffee plant. Another is that coffee-growin^^
made an early start here, and as yet no other part of the world
has caught up with Brazil in coffee production.
Coffee is raised on evergreen trees which are usually ob-
tained by planting seeds. In many places the trees are only
allowed to grow about six or eight feet high so that the berries
may be easily picked. Harvest season on the Brazilian coffee p
plantation begins in May and lasts until October. During that
season you will see the plantation v/orkers gathering the ripe,
red berries from the trees. A common v;ay of picking berries is
to pull them off and let them fall on large sheets v;hich are
spread under the trees.
The berries look somewhat like red cherries and each contains
two seeds, or "beans", buried in soft pulp. After the berries
have been picked, there are several ways of preparing the coffee
ce
SELECTION E (continued)
Coffee Land
for market. One v/ay is to spread the "berries out on drying
floors to dry in the sun. This takes tv/o or three weeks, and
from time to time the berries are stirred with rakes so that
they will dry evenly. After drying, the berries are put
through machines which remove the dried skin and pulp and clean
and polish the beans. \Tnen the beans are finally ready to be
sold, they are packed in large bags and sent for export. One-
half of all the coffee which is shipped from Brazil is sent to
the United States.
N5.
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recall.
2. Subjects of the Study
The subjects of this study were one hundred and
twenty-two fifth grade pupils from three different classrooms
in tv/o schools located in Somerville, Llass. Some members of
the group come from poor homes v/hile others came from homes
in moderate circumstances. Many of these children have parents
who were born in foreign countries. The following birthplaces
were recorded: 24 from Italy; 19 from Canada; 14 from Ireland;
9 from Scotland; 6 from Greece; 4 from Portugal; 2 each from
Syria, Armenia and England; and 1 each from Hungary, Newfound-
land, Sweden, Belgium, Poland, the Azores and Maderia.
3. Chronological Age Distribution of the Subjects
Figure 1, F&ge^O, shows the chronological age distri-
bution of the one hundred and twenty-tv;o pupils. The range was
from nine years, eight months to fourteen years, four months,
a total difference of four years and eight months with a mean
of ten years, nine months as calculated February 12, 1941.
This group was below normal according to chronological age.
4. Mental Age Distribution of the Subjects
Figure 1, ?a.geZo , shows the mental age distribution
of this group of fifth grade children. The mental ages of
these pupils were obtained by the average of the results from
the Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability Test,l and from the
'Otis, Arthur S., Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability Tests
,
Beta Test: Form A, for Grades 4-9, World Book Co., Yonkers-
on-HudsonT Y«
c
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Kuhlmann-Anderson Tests^ for Grade Five v/hich were administered.
The range was from eight years, seven months to fourteen years,
ten months with a mean of eleven years, two months. This group
v;as below average mentally.
5, Reading grades of the Subjects
Figure 2, Page^^, shows the distribution of the
reading grades of the pupils as measured by the Durrell-Sulli-
van Reading Capacity and Achievement Tests. The reading capa-
city rrade equivalent ranged from that of pupils just entering
the fourth grade to seven months through the ninth grade with a
mean of twelve years, tv/o months. The age equivalent ranged
from nine years, four months to fifteen years, a total of five
years and eight months in reading capacity. The reading
achievement grade equivalent ranged from that of pupils four
months through the third grade to two months through the ninth
grade, with a mean of eleven years, four months. The age
equivalent ranged from eight years, eight months to fourteen
years, seven months. The achievement ages of this group about
equalled the mental ages while the capacity ages v;ere above
those of the achievement ages.
6. Spelling Grades
Figure 3, Page^-/, shows the distribution of spelling
'^Kuhlmann-Anderson Tests, Grade V, Educational Test Bureau,
Philadelphia, Pa.
'^Durrell-Sullivan Reading Capacity and Achievement Tests,
World Book Company, Boston.
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grades of this group as measured by the New Stanford Achieve-
ment Test, Form X.^ The spelling grade ranged from one month
through the third grade to five months through the seventh
grade with a mean of eleven years, six months. This group is
helow average with spelling grades ranging from eight years,
seven months to thirteen years, three months.
7. Handwriting Comparison
The subjects of this study were given a handwriting
test. The speed of handwriting was obtained by the writing of
a nursery rhyme for one minute. The number of letters written
per minute was recorded. There were thirteen pupils who were
below age in handv;riting speed and one hundred nine whose hand-
writing speed equalled that of their ages and above according
to a table quoted by Durrell.^ The quality was measured by
Freeman's "Handwriting Measuring Scale for Grade Five".^ The
handwriting of forty-six pupils was graded as satisfactory,
forty as good, thirty-six as poor.
8. The Equating of the Subjects into Groups
The one hundred and twenty-two pupils v;ere divided into
tv/o equal groups, I and II, based on the results of the above
tests. Pages -2v5^ and include the complete scores of the two
groups.
^New Stanford Achievement Test, Form X.
^Durrell, Donald D., Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities
,
Yonkers -on -Hudson, N. Y. : V/orld Book Co., 1940.
^Freeman, Frank, Handwriting Measuring Scale for Grade Five,
Columbus , Ohio: Zaner-B16^6y llS . ^
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Division of 122 Fifth Grade Pupils Into Two Equal Groups
No. o-f
Pupil*
Read- «eA4- 5pell-
i rig
9corfc (Vri'tlirvg
Mental Ho.
React-
ing
cvVy St-ore-
fl A n^—
1. 120 110 81 90 13- 8 1. 111 104 74 54 12- 4
2. 106 110 65 114 12-11 2. 111 108 83 89 14-10
3. 105 94 fi3 80 9- 5 3. 107 lOl 81 97 12- 6
4. 105 106 76 68 12- 2 4. 105 108 75 73 12- 6
5. 103 104 72 114 12- 4 5. 104 94 75 119 13- 4
6. 102 98 74 77 13- 9 6. 100 106 75 65 11- 8
7. 97 107 86 92 14- 4 7. 98 105 56 76 12- 5
8. 97 106 79 92 12- 3 8. 98 105 84 105 12- 8
9. 57 $9 77 80 11- 7 9. 96 109 81 88 12- 7
10. 95 95 84 75 13- 3 10. 96 99 76 80 12-
11. $2 103 72 70 12- 11. 93 104 79 82 13- 5
12. $2 104 77 93 12- 2 12. 93 95 --y4 114 11- 3
13. 91 97 75 84 12-10 13. 93 91 85 63 13- 9
14. 89 84 63 89 10- 5
1
14. 93 105 80 78 11- 7
15. 88 94 82 78 12- 7 15. 89 108 75 58 12- 1
16. 87 96 66 89 12- 5 16. 88 101 79 99 12- 5
17. 86 94 75 86 10- 9 17. 86 94 67 88 11- 7
18. 85 96 71 70 10-10 18. 84 90 84 81 12- 1
19. 83 101 81 83 11- 4 19. 83 88
J
64 98 12- 8
20. 83 88 65 92 11- 9 20. 82 90 75 58 11-10
21. 81 lOl 67 90 11- 9 21. 81 79 76 69 10-11
22. 80 93 70 76 11- 3 22. 80 102 74 70 12- 8
23. 79 91 70 87 11- 6 23. eo 88 57 89 12- 2
24. 79 71 79 91 10- 4 24. 79 101 78 81 12- 2
25. 78 93 85 100 11- 6 25. 78 87 84 89 11- 2
26. 78 85 62 86 10- 3 26. 77 95 81 89 11- 2
27. 76 89 69 75 11- 6 27. 77 96 81 lOl 12- 5
28. 76 $6 79 101 11- 6 28. 76 92 63 110 10- 7
29. 75 105 63 63 10- 7 29. 75 106 79 70 11- 1
30. 74 94 59 70 11- 5 30. 75 76 69 61 10- 4
31. 74 97 69 92 10- 8 31. 74 96 71 100 12- 1
32. 73 96 68 85 11-10 32. 73 89 73 99 10- 5
33
.
72 72 56 70 11- 2 33
.
72 97 62 91 10-11
34. 71 85 73 110 11- 34. 72 89 65 92 11- 6
35. 71 57 76 114 10- 5 35. 71 109 63 69 11-
36. 70 90 76 123 11- 5 36. 70 80 57 69 11- 1
37. 70 75 73 81 9- 5 37. 70 115 56 74 10-10
38. G9 81 68 88 10- 7 38. 69 88 72 113 11- 8
39. 69 84 68 86 11- 6 39. 68 97 69 85 10- 1
40. 67 $8 70 66 10- 8 40. 67 73 69 97 10- 8
41. 65 89 59 70 11- 1 41. 67 72 69 109 10- 5
42. 65 88 76 92 9-11 42. 65 83 60 70 10- 6
43. 64 94 72 94 11- 43. 65 75 79 92 10- 1
re
44
.
64 92 65 89 10-11 44
,
63 85 80 107 10- 5
45. 62 64 70 76 9- 8 45
.
63 75 76 108 9- 3
46 61 84 81 86 10- 1 45 62 101 68 75 10- 2
47 60 74 58 119 10- 47 60 61 57 87 10-
48. 59 117 62 71 12- 1 48. 60 97 60 79 12- 6
49 59 87 59 70 11- 49 58 92 73 54 9- 3
50. 57 94 36 88 11- 50. 57 69 70 70 10- 3
51. 56 98 50 51 10- 6 51. 57 99 59 69 10- 5
52 54 110 56 58 10- 3 54 71 63 82 9- 3
53. 52 67 64 80 9-11 53. 53 93 59 79 9- 4
54. 50 74 55 102 10- 6 54. 51 88 60 70 10- 3
55. 49 90 58 74 10- 55. 48 79 44 65 9- 6
56. 48 78 53 70 9- 5 56. 48 72 56 89 9- 4
57. 47 79 60 75 8- 7 57. 47 104 32 68 9-11
58. 44 82 59 80 10- 6 58. 44 79 53 103 8-11
• 43 99 48 93 9- V 59. 43 84 64 88 10- 6
60. 42 ICO 58 9- 60. 42 77 65 58 9- 2
61. 41 60 56 79 8- 9 61. 30 57 57 92 8- 7
c
The reason for equating the groups in this manner is
stated hy Mary Kelty''' who wrote: "The average grade contains
children with a range of five grades in a given ability. The
material must be capable of treatment at different levels."
GrayS says: "There are four important facts concerning indi-
vidual differences: (1) Children of a given age vary widely
in achievement; (2) There is a great overlapping in achievement
from grade to grade; (3) A given pupil is much more advanced
in some phases of reading than in others; (4) Pupils progress
in reading at different rates.
9. Test Procedure
Selection A was given to Group I as silent reading with
written recall and to Group II as silent reading v/ith oral re-
call. Selection B v;as given to group I as silent reading with
oral recall and to group II as silent reading v/ith v/ritten re-
call. All selections were presented in pairs in a similar
manner in order to compare oral and v/ritten recall on the same
material.
'Kelty, Mary G., "Reading the Materials of the Social
Studies in the Middle Grades", Elementary School Journal
, 39:
337-51, January 1939.
^Gray, William S., Summary of Investigations Relating to
Reading
,
Chicago, 111., University of Chicago Press, 1925.
e
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Selections Group I Group II
Shorter Selections
A
B
Written Recall
Oral Recall
Oral Recall
Written Recall
C
D
Written Recall
Oral Recall
Oral Recall
Yifritten Recall
Longer Selections
E
F
?;ritten Recall
Oral Recall
Oral Recall
Written Recall
All the written recall was given as a group test. Each
child was given a printed selection face down, and told, "V/hen
I say *Go', turn the paper over, read the story once with the
idea that you vyill remember V\fhat you have read, then place the
paper on your desk again face down." The selections were col-
lected and blank sheets of paper were passed out. The pupils
were then told, "Write as much as you can remember of the story.
If there are any words which are hard to spell, spell them as
best you can by sounding the letters in the word." V/hen the
pupils had finished writing, the papers were collected. The
written recall was checked against a list of ideas from the
selection all of which appeared in the test items. This was
done by numbering the ideas on each pupil's paper in the order
in which the recall was written. Page ^ f presents a checked
sample of written recall. The pupils v;ere given as much time
as they needed for reading the selection, and writing the
rt 1
c
.m
Cldeas)
'i. over air-ms,il routes ^
5„ 18 done at night
4. there are lights all the wp.y
5. Tvery fw\7 miles
6. tlhbre is a special kind of c^"-"- lantern
7„ •';i-hose light cornes on
. 3b wheneTer the sim stops shining
9„ It is shut off y
10c vrheneTer the sun comes out
11, There are rp^ny siir-ill fields f
IC. v/here pilots can ina-i-e a landing
13^ in batl storms
1^^ if anything £-oes v/roug rz-'t-"' the rirchine
15,> The regular landing fields
16 -are 250 miles apart
17, Th.-y have houses, post offices, repair shops, supplies
lo . extra airplanes and pilots /J
1'"', in case they are needed
20. These alrportr-:: have very powerful beacons
^.l, v.iiose light can "Le seen l.: riileo pM:iy
: \ v ilot. is never out of sigK- ^
^
2v. „ of one of these mr in landing fields
r
recall. These same directions were given for all written
recall
.
The oral recall tests v/ere given individually, the child
reading silently and repeating all that he remembered to the
examiner. The oral recall was given in the classroom and the
manner in which it was administered may have had some effect
upon the score. In each case, however, the pupil taking the
test could not be heard by his classmates. He was seated at
a table apart from the other pupils. The child v;as given the
selection and told, "Read this story to yourself once and
when you finish, return the paper to me." \^/hen he had re-
turned the paper, the examiner said, "Tell me all you can
remember about the story.'* Each recall was checked against a
previously prepared list of ideas or events in the selection.
This v;as done by numbering the ideas on each pupil's paper
as he recalled. The same directions were given for all oral
recall.
The following two procedures were not included in
Margaret E. Bucknam's study:
10. Percent of Major and Minor Ideas Recalled
Fifty major ideas were selected from the six reading
selections at the discretion of the author and with the ap-
proval of Dr. Donald D. Durrell, dean of the School of Educa-
tion of Boston University. Twenty-five of the ideas chosen
v/ere from selections A, C, and E and the other tv/enty-five
were from selections B, D, and P. By these two groupings of
(
the selections the number of recalled major ideas could he
counted and each pupil's percent was computed for oral and
written recall separately. The minor ideas were computed in
the same manner, except fifty-tv;o recalled minor ideas were
used as 100^ for each grouping of the two types of recall.
Page^'^^""^''^ shows a check list of the ideas of all six selections
with the major ideas underlined. This process made it pos-
sible to use the percents of remembered major and minor ideas
in both oral and written recall,
11. The Number of Items in Parts of Selections
The items of selections G, D, E, P were divided in
half, the first part of selection C having twelve items and
the second part having twelve; selection D having twelve and
twelve; selection E having fifteen and fifteen; selection F
having fifteen and fifteen. Selections A and B had twenty-
three items. In order to divide them evenly, in Group I
these selections were given eleven items in the first part
of the selections, ,v;hile in Group II they were given twelve
items in the first part. Then the items remembered in oral
and written recall were tabulated separately, according to
the part of the selections in Vi/hich they occurred.
4c
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Gaii.
selection T
(Ideas}
1. In days wlieri there v/ere no engines
2, th. t could be v.ceC. in alrpianc£i
Z » e.1 1 exp ermen t l-
4 , wsee TTiade './ith tlie sort of alrplpjie
5 , thcit today c-?.lleC. a clid^r
C« ?!en Blade plainer-
7, shaped, ae n early ?.s rossible lilie vin^-c cf biruL
8. They discovered how to start off into tho air
by runnine dowx a hill
10 „ with these planes fastened to their \;vA. ts
11. the wind lifted thei:::
12« off the grcurui
13, they found out hov/ to "balance thej fcci'vei.
14 in the air
15. v/hile they cilidcd a short distance
16. Tne farther they elided
17. the 6lov;er thev irent
io. they lajided on ground lo\/er than the hill
l'~'. on r/hich thej^ t4tartc<3
:-'0, A '^erj.nn
21 , is grid tc have imde a flicht of .l.-f ailea
IJ'J, n our day
mnii f.re arjaxn jtuuyirig {jlidera
t
The Cacao Tree
* fldea,s]
1» Chocolate and cococ.
2. cone from the seed of the cacao cree
3. This tree grows Trild in the tropicaJ. regions
4. as it mmst have plenty of warmth and Lioisture
5. The cacao trees usually grow in the shade
6. of other trees
7. Pods
8. \7hich resemble cucumbers form on the tree
9. Each pod has from 25 to 50 seeds
10. Uhen the pods turn a yellow or reddish color
11* the natives I:now
12, they are ready to "be picked
13 The pods are cut from the trees
14, by sharp knives
15, fastenedto long poles
16, The pods are dried
17, for about a day
18, then the seeds are removed
19, The seeds are the size of an almond
20,They are put on large cemeht floors
21, and are thorou.ghly dried
22* before they are shipped to market
23. America buys much of its cacao
24. from South America
i
Eice
(Ideas)
m
1, The cMef rice growing section of our country
2, Is the coasts.! lowlands of Tezae aiicL Louis iana
3, Rice neer^s e. large anov-nt of water
4, when it is growing
B. if there is not enouGh rainfall
5, irrigation is used
U, The land is drained axd flooded
8 , again and again during the siaaner
9, About six inches of Hater
10, are Ice-pt over the fields
11, for six months or more
12, As the rice begins to ripen
13, the water is drawn off
14, so that the plants will ripen "better
15, the fields v/ill become dry
16, P.ice is harvested
17 a b3'' mr.chines
18, put into bundles to dry
19 a After threshing
20 J the rice is sent to mills
21, where the brown ooat is removed
22, becoming white rice
23, The U, S. exports rice to other coimtrics
24, because we raise more than v;e need d
f«
(Ideas)
1, The southe rnstern -^^jrt of the .Tirazilian T^ighlands
£, In fouth .^xle^ica
o , is cp.Iled "Coffee L^Jid "
^ , t';iTee fourthB of all the ^arld^s coffee is raised here
coffGo ha,s brouj'lit Liuch nealth to the people
6, there are miles anc" miles of coffee plajitations
7, "irhere trees coTer the hilisitles
P., the cliiaate and soil are Just ri^ht for the hest c^owth
coffee-growing: siade bji early start here
10, no other part of the world has cau£:ht up with Tlrazii
11. coffee is raised on evergreen trees
3*2, which f?re usually ohtf-,ined from planting seeds
1".
, the treep sxe allowed to grow alout six or eight feet high
14, so thf't the borricL: niay b^- picked easily
lfia harvest season beji'ins in !Iay and lasts until October
16 « plantr'.tion Morkexu. gather ripe, reu berrios from the trees
17, one \Try of pic.', in^s them ip to pull them off
18, anc' let then fa^l on large sheets ?/hich axe spread under the trees?
19, the berrietJ loO'- Eomewhi^t like red dierriee
20, p.xid each one co-itains two seeds or "beans'*
21, buried in soft pulp
22, there axe siany v,j,yc of prep?irine coffee for mrket
r^j, one ^;ay is to i^pread the b'^rries on Cryinz floors ir. tm: sun
24
.
this ta.lces tv^o or three v/eeks
2r,, tiie berries p.re stirred \^ith rakes so they vnll cjt 5"7r^nly
2G, mL-.vhines reno-^-^ the skin and r/ulr>
27, and clesn and ^-cllsh the beana
2C. the beans are packed in ba^a ..\>.r cj:piort
29, one hair of r-ll the cof j ec ::'ro^ ^-razil
30. j rient to the Vnitfct' f trtes
c
.am uelecticn 1 ,
(Ideas) C
1^ Tlie rubber tree r.voMn \iiXd in the AEi£':.£an Lcwltjida
2, rubber is the onl:'- i.rj])ort;:.nt export of the region
o, men vfbo gather the riibber a,re Indians and nestir.oB
v/hc live in little huts in the f crept
5^ \/hen the rubber-':^?.tV.erer starts out for v/ork .In the mornins
G, he carries a emtdl Ti^.tchet anc?. ?. supply of tin cups
7- he follovf? a. nsrrou ri.th thjrou^.;h the fores, irom tree tc tree
6
,
he cuts seireral p-rooves in the bark of each tree
9. and h?>mgs a. cup at the lovirer end of each groove
10. the white .juice v«hich looks Bomevvhs.t 31>.e cresm
11 » berlns to oqzc cut of the tree
12, Dnd drips slo'vvly into tjie cup
13, ; this juice is called "latex" -
14* by noon the rubber*c^f?therer " h^s "tapped" all the trees
15 « in the afternoon he starts out again carrying: a larffe buehet
15, he pours the la-te-r frorA the t in cupr. into, the bucket
17, he builds fire of sticks and pain) nuts near his hut
18. over the bls.ze he places a roetal cone
19. with the small end up so that the STOoke will pas«? throup;h it
SO, on each end of the fire is a post with a forked enti
21, a pole rests betv/een the fox'ks so tl-iat it can be turned. oTer
the rubber-gatherer poMTS the latezs: on the pole above the smoke
25, turning: the pole as ?ie does so
2S, the heat and smoke harden the latex
2f\\ mitn i'. larp:e bal i of hardezEefi rubber has been f orirte«l
20, it io pulled off and a new one started
27 the WDrJr of feathering rubber and hardening it into bailie
23 a f^oes Df. Ui the forest from I'^oy'ririhv' x until '".ay
;."9, by the end of the rubber-gathcrir,": ;.-eaeon
SO. ;? l/^r-^.e mnnhex of bal-ls are re^'dy for niGi-ket
rr
CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
After the data had been obtained for this experiment,
eleven correlations were fioraputed. For these computations the
Pearson Product Moment Method was used.
It was necessary to lengthen both the oral and written
recall tests in finding their accurate reliabilities. The
short selections were compared with the long selections within
each test. For this reason, the Spearman Brown "Prophecy"
Formula was applied to make each test complete.
A complete table assembling the resulting coefficients
of correlation of the factors related to oral and written re-
call that were analyzed in this study may be found on the
following page. (Table I)
In addition, four comparisons v;ere made. Parts of se-
lections having the greater number of items remembered and
the percents of major and minor ideas recalled were analyzed
in both oral and written recall. The critical ratio method
was employed to make these comparisons.
The correlations and the comparisons throughout this
thesis would be higher if the experiment had not been limited
to pupils of only one grade.

Table I
Summary of the Coefficients of Correlations of the
Factors Related to Oral and Written Recall
Other Factors Oral Recall Written Recall
Mental Age .57 .55
Speed of Handwriting ,15
Spelling .28
Reading Capacity .58 .52
Reading Achievement .59 .86

CORRELATION TABLE AND COMPUTATIONS
Relation of Oral Recall and written Recall
^ >
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Reliability of oral Recall
r = .665 t .0242
The high positive correlation proves that the test items
in oral recall were quite satisfactory for survey use. They
gave consistent results that could be depended upon.
Reliability of written Recall
r = ..67 ± .0338
This high positive correlation of .67 shows that the test
material used in written recall was adaptable and consistent.
Relation of oral and written Recall
r - .695 ±.317
A high positive correlation of .695 is statistically
significant. These two types of recall, oral and written,
accompany each other rather generally.
Relation of Mental Age and oral Recall
r ^ .57 t .04aB
The decided correlation of .57 makes; it evident that
these factors are favorably related. This relationship further
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substantiates the experiment of Jean Betzner^ in which she
found a statistically significant correlation between oral re-
call and general intelligence.
Relation of Mental Age and Written Recall
r ^ .546 +.0428
The positive coefficient of correlation of .546 compares
favorably with the correlation of .60 of these factors in
grades five and six as computed in Allan Acomb's^ thesis.
Relation of Speed of Handwriting and V/ritten Recall
r = .145 +.089
The ,145 represents a low relationship between speed of
handvi/riting and written recall. The correlation corresponds
favorably to the low comparison of these factors in the Acomb^
study. Another interesting parallel that adds significance to
this correlation is Bernadetta Carter *s^ experiment in v/hich
she concluded, "Speed of handwriting is not significant as a
determining factor in spelling.'*
^Betzner, Jean, "Content and Form of Children's Original
Compositions," Teachers College, Columbia University, New York,
1932, (Contribution to Education No. 442).
'^Acomb, Allan, "A Study of the Psychological Factors in
Reading and Spelling," Unpublished Ed.M. Thesis, Boston Uni-
versity, Boston, 1936, p. 71.
^Acomb, op. cit
. ,
p. 67.
^Carter, Bernadetta R., "The Construction of Tests of
and Kinaesthetic
;e Performance In
Univeraity, Boston, lOlfel,
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Relation of Spelling and 'Vritten Recall
r =z .283 +.0564
.283 is a lev; correlation compared to .38 for grades
three and four and .57 for grades five and six found in Allan
Acorab's^ study. The difference in these tv/o findings seems to
be caused by the fact that this study was conducted in only
one grade and that the group tested for this thesis was below
average in spelling.
Relation of Reading Capacity and Oral Recall
r = .583 +.0405
The comparison of these factors shows a favorable rela-
tionship. Reading capacity was interpreted, in this study, as
meaning a pupil's potential reading ability. It is generally
agreed that to comprehend and recall items or ideas from a
printed page, one must first possess the ability to read the
material. Frankly, the author anticipated an even higher
correlation than .583.
Relation of Reading Capacity and V/ritten Recall
r - .516 ±,04:5
This marked correlation of .516 indicates that reading
capacity may be considered a limiting factor in v/ritten recall,
Acomb, op, cit
. ,
p. 72
?c
SCATTER DIAGRAM
Reading Achievement vs. written Recall
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Relation of Reading Achievement and Oral Recall
r = .585 +.0403
In this study reading achieveinent was interpreted as
meaning the amount of knowledge of reading a pupil has achieved
or acquired. This high correlation of .585 is very significant
It is evident that a pupil can recall more ideas if the materiajjL
he reads is on his reading achievement level.
Relation of Reading Achievement and Written Recall
r = .862 ;f;.016
This very high positive correlation of .862 between
reading achievement and written recall definitely proves that
a pupil's reading achievement level vejry closely parallels
his ability in recording his remembered ideas.
Table II
Comparison of the Percents of Major Ideas
the Percents of Minor Ideas in Oral
Recall
No. of
Pupils M M
P. E.^ . ^Critical
Percents of
Major Ideas 122 58.06 .91 12.13 1.25 9.70
Percents of
Minor Ideas 122 45.93 .86
4
47
Percents of Major Ideas Reported in Oral Recall
Percents
fQ^o-PA^ Tabulation of Ca ses f d fd fd^
1 y y on
88-91
ll 2 8 16 128
ftA — piv llO^t —O r /J o ryI 1 A y o
Qn—O"^ ILHTOU—OO ^
1
a OU
76-79 JRl 1 6 5 30 150
72-75 >Kl III 8 4 32 128
68-71 M . 9 3 27 81
64-67 jWT 11 7 2 14 28
60-63 Milrrilll - 14 1 14 14
11 U U U
iWl'JKf (/II
.14 -1 -14 14
48-51 MM II _o
—
C
—OA A Q
44-47 lUTllll^t*t "t I Jr^ri 1 til y —
o
Oil D TOJ.
40-4-^ #r iin y -4 —Ob 144
36-39 M^* 5 -5 -25 125
32-35 llll 4 -6 -24 . 144
28-31 1 1 -7 - 7 49
24-27 -8
20-23 III 3 -9 -27 243
N= 122 Sigma 15.08
Units in each Interval 4
Mean 58.065
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Table II gives a comparison of the percents of the tota
number of major ideas remembered and the pe rcents of the to-
tal number of minor ideas" remembered in the oral reckll test
The difference of 12.13 between the means is evident that a
greater percent of major ideas were recalled.
Table III
Comparison of the Percents of Major Ideas
with the Percents of Minor Ideas in
Written Recall
No- of
Pupils
M1-M2 ^•^•diff
.
Critical
Ratio-
Percents of
Major Ideas 122 51.90 .78 13.02 1.15 11.32
Percents of
Minor Ideas 122 38.88 .84
«
Table III shows the comparison of the percents of the
total number of major ideas recorded and the percents of the
total number of minor ideas recorded in the written recall
r•
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Number of Items Recorded in First and Second
Parts of Selections in V/ritten Recall
T. Tabulation of Casesof Items
30-31 ##
28-29 #
25-27 Mmm#
24-25 MMi^m ^-
22-23 ^^^^^
20-21 ^mmmmm#
18-19 mmmmmuM ^^^^^^^
16-17 mumMmm
14-15 ############### ^,,^,,,,,,^,,^.,^^^,^,H^i^4^^^^^
12-13
10-11 -K-^f
8- 9 #### ^:-w^;";:--}f7;-^:-';^4t-::-eM:-->«")r-jH:-
6-7 ## -jc-ji-ji-x-^t-jHj-x-'X-
4-5 #
2-3
0- 1 ^-
# First parts of selections
* Second parts of selections
c
Tatle IV
Comparison of the Niunber of Items ReraemlDered in
First Parts of Selections with those in Last Parts
of Selections in Oral Recall
No. of ^ f'E'M ^•^•dlff Critical
Pupils ^ ' Ratio
Items from
First Parts
of Selections 122 20.39 .28 3.42 .46 7.43
Items from
Second Parts
of Selections 122 16.97 .36
Tahle IV presents the fact that more items are remembered
in the first part of the selections than in the .second part.
Table V
Comparison of the Number of Items Remembered in
First Parts of Selections v/ith those in Last Parts
of Selections in Written Recall
No . of
Pupils
P.E. M P.E. diff. Critical
Ratio
Items from
First Parts
of Selections 122 18.63 .32 5.33 .45 11.84
Items from
First Parts
of Selections 122 13.30 .32

Table V discloses a marked difference of 5.33 between
the means of the number of items recorded in the first parts
of the selections and the second pa?ts of the selections.
The fact that more items are recalled in the first ps. rts
of the selections may be due partly to the location of the
topic sentence in the beginning of each selection.
The differences betv/een the means in Tables II, III, IV,
and V are significant because the probabilities of chance
happening are eliminated. This is indicated by the fact that
all the critical ratios exceed the probsble errors three time
7
or by three
.
'''Gray, Clarence T., and Votaw, David F., Statistics
Applied to Education and Psychology
, Ronald Press Company,
New York, 1940, pp. 124-27.
Boston Ur^iversi^/
Sc^tcal of EducuUon
\ Library ^
<c
CHAPTER V
SUMMRY AND CONCLUSIONS
Summary:
The purpose of this study v/as to comfsre the related fac-
tors: mental age, speed of handwriting, spelling, reading
capacity and reading achievement with oral and written recall.
CompB. risons also were noted between percents of major ideas
and percents of minor ideas recalled, and betv/een the numbers
of items remembered in first and last parts of selections, in
oral and written recall. The relationship of oral and written
recall v/as analyzed. Finally, the reliabilities of both oral
and written recall were computed.
The study included oral and written recall from silent
reading of geography material at the fifth grade level. One
hundred and twenty-two pupils in Grade Five were the subjects
of this experiment.
Conclusions
:
It v/as evident with a correlation of .57 that mental age
corresponded favorably with oral recall. Previous studies
have also shown significant relationships between oral recall
and intelligence or mental age.
€
The relationship of mental age to written recall denoted
satisfactory correspondence, as signified by the coefficient
of correlation of .55. Among the pupils tested the mental ages
ranged from eight years, seven months to fourteen years, ten
months, while the number of items recorded in written recall
varied from 9 to 59. These v/ide differences within one grade
level emphasized the importance of providing for the individual
differences of the pupils.
In analyzing the speed of handwriting as compared with
v/ritt^n recall, the correlation of .15 was quite low. Definite
proof was thus established that being a rapid penman does not
indicate that a pupil will be able to get a high score in
written recall. The relationship between these tv/o factors v/as
very slight.
The coefficient of correlation, ,28 expressed a rather
low relationship between success in spelling and success in
written recall. The lack of higher correspondence between
these two factors may be caused p. rtly by the below-average
spelling scores of the pupils tested and the fact that the
ranges in all the tests were limited because only one grade
level was included in the experiment.
Reading capacity and oral recall showed a favorable rela-
tionship of .58, This merely substantiated the obvious truism
that a pupil can not recall ideas that he can not read.
With the decided correlation of .52, the indication was
€
that reading capacity may be considered a controlling factor
in a pupil's ability to write the ideas he remembers.
The number, .59, represented a relatively close parallel
between reading achievement and oral recall.
The high positive correlation between reading achievement
and written recall was greatly significant. Thus these tv/o
factors go hand in hand. A pupil can not be expected to record
ideas satisfactorily, unless he has a corresponding skill in
reading. With this exceedingly high relationship between these
two elements, teachers may understand hov/ essential it is
that pupils must be able to read the material v«/ith comprehen-
sion before they can recall and v/rite the ideas in reports and
essay examinations.
It was encouraging to note that a greater percent of the
total major ideas, than the minor ideas were remembered in
written recall. This was indicated by the difference of 13.02
between their means. Hov/ever, it is a sobering fact to elemen-
tary teachers that only an average of about one-half of the
total major ideas and an average of just a little more than
one-third of the total minor ideas, were recorded in written
recall
.
In oral recall there v/as a parallel correspondence in the
comparison of the major and minor ideas, similar to the one
found in written recall. The mean difference of 12,13 was not
quite so great and the average percents of major and minor ideas
Ic
c
remembered were slightly higher, 58.06 and 45.93 respectively.
When comparing items recalled in first and last parts
of selections, the first parts listed the most items. In oral
recall an average of 3.42 more items were reported, v/hile in
v/ritten recall an average of 5.33 more items were recorded.
This indicated that material v/hich appears in the last part
of selections or paragraphs needs to be more highly motivated
or given more attention by teachers to insure adequate,
balanced recall of all important ideas from all parts of
selections or paragraphs read silently.
The relation of oral and written recall is high enough
to prove that the two types of recall correspond. It may be
concluded that pupils generally making high scores in oral
recall make the high scores in v/ritten recall, as shown in
the correlation coefficient of .69 in these two factors.
The high relationship betv/een the short and long selec-
tions of the oral and v/ritten recall tests showed that they
approximate a true measure. The correlations of .66 and .67
respectively, proved the tests to be consistent, in measuring
oral and written recall, for survey use.
c
CHAPTER VI
PROBLEMS OP FURTHER SEARCH
Great progress and experimentation lie ahead in developing
the higher thought processes. This is a small segment of v/hat
can he learned about the role of recall in the future study.
The follovi/ing problems, closely associated with this thesis,
would aid in the search further:
1. V/hat further knowledge can be learned about the im-
portance and the pprt of oral and v/ritten recall in teaching
and developing of the higher thought processes?
2. V/hat relationships exist betv/een both oral and written
recall and imagery? Are they inter-dependent?
3. V/hat would be the results if a similar study were
repeated in grades higher and lower, and in a v/ide range of
grades, using reading material from history or literature?
4. IThat differences would be noted if the selections
Virere read orally to the pupils being tested and then the oral
and written recall items scored?
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SELECTION A
Air-Mall Routes
Much of the flying over air-mail routes is done at night
and there are lights all the v/ay. Every few miles there is a
special kind of gas lantern v/hose light comes on whenever the
sun stops shining. It is shut off v;henever the sun comes out.
There are many small fields where pilots can make a landing in
had storms or if anything goes wrong with the machine. The
regular landing fields are 250 miles apart. They have houses,
post offices, repair shops, supplies and extra airplanes and
pilots in case they are needed. These airports have very power-
ful beacons, whose light can he seen by an airplane 130 miles
away. A pilot is never out of sight of one of these main
landing fields.

(Ideas)
1. I.Iiich flyinr
2. oyer air-'inail routes
Z , IB done at. night
4. there are lights all the v.-ay
5, TYery i^.' miles
tb.fc.re is a specia.l kind of c^-c lantern
7« whose light coneB on
3t whenever the sim stops shining
9» It is shut off
10c \\iieneirer the sun comes out
11, There are imny smll fields
12 u \7here pilots can msJre s landing
13 . is had storiris
1^
. if anything ^-'oes wrong v/ith the rir chine
15... The. regular landing fields
IC^are 250 miles apart
17. have houses, post offices, repair shops, !=3urplies
IG . extra airplanes and pilots
1". in case they are needed
20, 'these airportf^ have very powerful heacons
21, whose light cs.n be seen IC'-O niles. a,w-iy
• : '\ v ilot is never oul oi sig^'i
2v „ of one of thece mrin landing fields
«
SELECTION B
Gliders
In the days v;hen there v/ere no engines that could be
used in flying machines, all experiments v;ere made v;ith the
sort of airplane that today is called a glider. I.Ien made
planes shaped as nearly as possible like the wings of birds.
They discovered how to start off into the air by running
down a hill with these planes fastened to their waists. Then,
when the wind lifted them off the ground, they found out how
to balance themselves in the air v/hile they glided a short
distance. The farther they glided, the slower they went, and
they always landed on ground lower than the hill on which
they started. A German is said to have made a flight of one
hundred and sixty-five miles. In our day, men are again
studying gliders.
I
G8,iri
•f elect ion "L
1. In days •when there v/ere no engines
2« th.'.t could be used in airpiaJies
3» all experiments
4» WBPe raade with the £5ort of airplajie
that today is called a c^i^.^^^
C. Men riade planer;
7, shaped as nearly as possible lilce v. in^c cf bir
8. They discovered hov/ to start off into the air
<"', by running dovvx a hill
10. T/ith these planes fastened to their wiA. ts
11. the wind lifted then
12^ off the grouna
13, they found out hov to balance thenocl'ver.
14 in the air
15. ^ile they f:,lidcii a short distance
16. The fartrier they elided
17 » the 6lov»er they v/ent
lo. they landed on ground lover than the hill
l'"". on v/hich thej started
:^0. \ Ceriran
21, is sr-id tc have laade a fligi^t of I'.-r ailes
22, . n our day
2o, mtiii ere a^aoji ^tauyirig {jliders
f(
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SELECT I oil C
The Cacao Tree
Chocolate and cocoa come from the seeds of the cacao
tree. This tree grows in tropical regions as it must
have plenty of warmth and moisture. The cacao tree usually
grov/s in the shade of other trees. Pods which resemble cu-
cumbers form on the trees. Each pod has from 25 to 50
seeds. V/hen the pods turn yellov/ or a reddish color, the
natives know they are ready to be picked. The pods are cut
from the trees by sharp knives fastened to long poles. The
pods are dried for about a day, then the seeds are removed.
The seeds are the size of an almond. They are put on large
cement floors and are thoroughly dried before they are shipped
to market. America buys much of its cacao from South America.
ro
TheCacao Trsi
*" (Ideas)
1. Chocolate and cococ, " ?
2. cone from the seed of -he cacao uree
3. This tree grows Trild in the tropicaJ. regions
4. as it mist liave plenty of warmth ajid moisture
5. The cacao trees usually grow in the shade
6. of other trees
7. Pods
8. ^ich resenble cucumbers form on the tree
9. Each pod has from 25 to 50 seeds
10. TThen the pods turn a yellow or reddish color
11 • the natives laiow
12. they are ready to "be picked
13 The pods are cut from the trees
14. by sho^rp knives
15. fastenedto long poles
16. The pods are dried
17. for ahout a day
18. then the seeds are removed
19. The seeds are the size of an almond
20.They are put on largo cemebt floors
21. and are thorouchly dried
22» "before they are shipped to market
23, America buys much of its cacao
24, from South America
c(
SELECTION D
Rice-Grov/ing
The chief rice-growing section of our country is the
coastal lowlands of Texas and Louisiana. Rice needs a
large amount of water when it is grov/ing, so if there is
not enough rainfall, irrigation is used. The land is drained
and flooded again and again during the summer. About six
inches of v/ater are kept over the fields, for two months or
more. As the rice begins to ripen the water is drawn off
so that the plants will ripen better and the fields v/ill be-
come dry. Rice is harvested by machines and put into bundles
to dry. After threshing, the rice is sent to mills where the
brown coat is removed, leaving v/hite rice. The United
States exports rice to other countries because v/e raise more
than we need.
((
Sice
CIdeas)
1, Tlie cMef rice £towing section of our country
2, is the coc-sta-1 lowlands of Te^as and Louisiana
3, Rice neeriB a large anount of water
4« when it is growing
6« if there is not enough rainfall
9, irrigation is used
S, The le.nd is drained and flooded
S. 8.gain and again C,\a:±ns, the sunmer
9, About six inches of water
10, are kept over the fields
11, for six w»ont?>o or more
12, As the rice "begins to ripen
13, the water is drawn off
14, so that the plants will ripen "better
15, the fields v/ill become dry
16, P.ice is harvested
17, "by machines
13, put into bundles to dry
19, After threshing
20, the rice is sent to mills
21, where the brown coat is removed
22, becoming white rice
23, The U, S, exports rice to other countries
24, because we raise more than we need d
•c
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SELECTION E
C offee Land
The southeastern part of the Brazilian Plighlands in South
America is called "Coffee Land." Three-fourths of all the world »s
coffee is raised here, and coffee has brought much v/ealth to
the people. There are miles and miles of coffee plantations
v/here millions of coffee trees cover the hillsides. One reason
why so much coffee is raised in this pa rt of the Brazilian High-
lands is that the climate and soil are just right for the best
growth of the coffee plant. Another is that coffee-growing,
made an early start here, and as yet no other part of the v/orld .
has caught up with Brazil in coffee production.
Coffee is raised on evergreen trees which are usually ob-
tained by planting seeds. In many places the trees are only
allowed to grow about six or eight feet high so that the berries
may be easily picked. Harvest season on the Brazilian coffee
plantation begins in May and lasts until October. During that
season you v/ill see the plantation workers gathering the ripe,
red berries from the trees. A common way of picking berries is
to pull them off and let them fall on large sheets v/hich are
spread under the trees.
The berries look somewhat like red cherries and each contains
tv/o seeds, or "beans", buried in soft pulp. After the berries
have been picked, there are several ways of preparing the coffee

SELECTION E (continued)
Coffee Land
for market. One v/ay is to spread the berries out on drying
floors to dry in the sun. This takes two or three weeks, and
from time to time the berries are stirred with rakes so that
they will dry evenly. After drying, the berries are put
through machines which remove the dried skin and pulp and clean
and polish the beans. .''/hen the beans are finally ready to be
sold, they are packed in large bags and sent for export. One-
half of all the coffee which is shipped from Brazil is sent to
the United States.
c
(Ideas) 7 J
1, The BoutheaBtern p^.:rt of the j.razilian '''ir^hLaiKis
2, in F.'outh ..\iiierica
2, is cp.lled "Coffee ~3jid"
tlrree fourths of all the wqt1€.^ b coffee is .raisec- here
cof-^cn has brou'-iit nuch irealth to the people
6, tliere are miles anc .j-iles of coffee plpjitations
7, v'here trees coTer the hllisideE
r. t^-r cliraate and soil are Just ri^ht for the oeat crowt^i
coff fte-grov7ing: iLade &Ji eaxlj start here
10, no other part of the world has cau^'ht up v/ith "Tlrazil
11. coffee is raised on evergreen trees
I'J, v/hich pre usually obtained from planting seeds
1^, the treen sxe allo?/ed to grow ahout six or eight feet high
14, so that the ber^it;^: liay be ricked easily
Ifi, iifirvsst season becins in Ilp.y and lasts until October
16, plant:\tion v/orkerc gather ripe, red berrios from the trees
17 « one Trr.y of pic; ints them i*^ to pull theni off
18, anr' let then fa:^l on large sheets which are spread under the trees'
19. the berriea loo-- soiaev^imt li.Ve red cherries
20 i nnd each one eo.'itains two seees •I'r "be^ns"
21, buried in soft pulp
S:-;, there 3xe many \.j.j?£3 j£ prej>?^xiiic; cofroe for oarket
r^j, one is to txread fhe b^'rries on cxyjyv: floorc Ir txic sun
this taVes ixio or three weoks
2^„ tj.i.o berries ;.'tirred -.'it'i retire ?. s: -hey .vill c.rj' s-r.^nly
26, inz:.,c}iines rer.io-9-;.- Ui*^ cikin nau puj.p
27, rnc; cieEJi anu 'clls'.b th« beanii
2;. the beanr nre 2 -c'-fv:! in b;j.?i,\; «>T>ort
29, one ha.i/ of r^ll the cof .< ec
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SELECTION P
Rubber-Gathering
The rubber tree grows wild in the Amazon Lowlands, and
rubber is the only important export of the region. The men
who gather the rubber are Indians and Mestizos who live in
little huts in the forest. IVhen the rubber-gatherer starts
out for v;ork in the morning, he carries a small hatchet and a
supply of tin cups. Following a narrow path through the fores
he soon reaches the first rubber tree. With his hatchet he
cuts several grooves in the bark and hangs a cup at the lower
end of each one. The white juice which looks somewhat like
cream begins to ooze out of the tree and drips slov;ly into
the cup. This juice is called "latex". By noon the rubber-
gatherer has "tapped" all the trees and is back home.
In the afternoon the rubber-gatherer starts out again,
this time carrying a large bucket. Follov;ing the path from
tree to tree, he pours the latex from the tin cups into the
bucket. \Vhen the bucket is full, he builds a fire of sticks
and palm nuts near his hut. Over the blaze he places a metal
cone with the small end up so that the smoke will pass through
it. On each end of the fire is a post with a forked end. A
pole rests loosely betv/een the forks so that it can be turned
over and over.
€
SELEGTIOlJ F (continued)
Rubber-Gathering
The rubber-gatherer pours the latex over the middle of
the pole just above the smoke, turning the pole as he does so.
The heat and smoke harden the latex, forming a coating around
the middle of the pole. V/hen a large ball of hardened rubber
has been formed, it is pulled off the pole and a new one
started. The work of gathering rubber and hardening it into
balls goes on in the forest from November until Hay, By the
end of the rubber-gathering season, a large number of big balls
are ready for market.
4
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(ideas)
1, The rubber tree I'-.ro'-rr-. \:iJd in tiie Anussir. Lov/I ,"Jid
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'Ikj^ turning'' the pole nf; he coeK -so
Z^.^ the heat and snioVe }:.arrlen the latex
2fi. v/iicn ;• l;.'..rre ball of h.r^rden>e(^t ruhhrr has been farn.n5«!l
:--(J , it ii-j pulled off -..D' a new one ciai'-cd
r.V th-3 M':^Trz of rather inrr rubbe.v .-njid hardening it into ball..
2'^, t:oes <w. in t^^e foroi.-.t froM ''orornh i.T^t-ii ' ••••./
0., by the end of the ruhhe.7--.t;rti- -
i
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